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Abstract: The compressive deformation behavior of as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy was investigated at the temperature ranging 
from 250 °C to 450 °C and strain rate ranging from 0.0005 s−1 to 0.5 s−1 on Gleeble−1500 thermal-simulation machine. Experimental 
results show that the flow stress of as-quenched 7005 alloy is affected by both deformation temperature and strain rate, which can be 
represented by a Zener−Hollomon parameter in an exponent-type equation. By comparing the calculated flow stress and the 
measured flow stress, the results show that the calculated flow stress agrees well with the experimental result. Based on a dynamic 
material model, the processing maps were constructed for the strains of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The maps and microstructural examination 
revealed that the optimum hot working domain is 270−340 °C, 0.05−0.5 s−1 with the reasonable dynamic recrystallization. The 
instability domain exhibits adiabatic shear bands and flow localization, which should be avoided during hot working in order to 
obtain satisfactory properties. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In view of their high specific strength and excellent 
mechanical properties, 7000 series aluminum alloys have 
been widely used as aircraft and vehicles structure 
components [1,2]. However, the desirable hot 
workability affected by the strain rate and deformation 
temperature is one of important reasons for the extensive 
application of the 7000 series high-strength aluminum 
alloys. Therefore, a good understanding of high-strength 
aluminum alloys behavior at hot deformation condition is 
very important for the designers of metal forming 
processes (hot extrusion, forging and rolling). 

In the past, the hot deformation behavior of 7000 
series aluminum alloys was investigated by some 
researchers. RAJAMUTHAMILSELVAN and 
RAMANATHAN [3] gained the optimum hot working 
parameters and the domains of flow instability according 
to the processing map for 7075 aluminum alloy. LIN et al 
[4] investigated the effects of strain on the efficiency of 
power dissipation, instability parameter, processing maps 
and microstructural evolution for 7075 aluminum alloy, 
and found that some types of unstable flow manifestation 

(e. g. adiabatic shear bands or flow localization ) occur 
during hot deformation with the increase of strain. JIN et 
al [5] investigated the hot deformation behavior of 7015 
aluminum alloy during compression at elevated 
temperatures. They found that some material parameters 
are sensitive to the deformation temperature and strain 
rate and developed a Zener−Hollomon parameter in the 
hyperbolic-sine equation model to represent the peak 
stress level. ZHEN et al [6] studied the microstructure 
characteristics of 7050 aluminum alloy after high- 
temperature compression deformation. The results show 
that the softening mechanism of 7050 alloy is not 
sensitive to strain rate, the primary softening mechanism 
of 7050 alloy deformed at 340, 380 and 420 °C with the 
strain rate of 0.1 s−1 is dynamic recovery. Dynamic 
recrystallization is the main softening mechanism of the 
alloy deformed at 460 °C and different strain rates. 

Despite large amount of investigation invested into 
the hot deformation behavior of 7000 series aluminum 
alloy, there is little research work focusing on the 
deformation characteristics of 7005 aluminum alloy in 
quenching condition. The objective of the present work 
is to analyze the flow stress behavior in terms of strain 
rate and deformation temperature sensitivities, develop 
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constitutive equation to describe the dependence of the 
flow stress on strain rate and temperature and establish 
processing maps to optimize the hot working parameters 
for as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy. 

 
2 Experimental  
 

In the present study, commercial 7005 aluminum 
alloy was selected as the raw material. Its composition 
(mass fraction, %) is as follows: 4.6 Zn, 1.5 Mg, 0.1 Cu, 
0.6 Mn, 0.2 Cr, 0.07 Si, 0.02 Ti, 0.15 Fe, 0.08 Zr, with 
the balance Al. The experimental alloys were machined 
to cylindrical specimens with 10 mm in diameter and  
15 mm in height. The samples were solutionized at   
535 °C for 4 h and quenched in water at 40−50 °C. The 
initial microstructure of as-quenched 7005 aluminum 
alloy is shown in Fig. 1. The average grain diameter was 
about 400 μm. Hot compression tests were performed on 
a Gleeble−1500 thermal simulation machine at 
temperatures of 250, 300, 350, 400 and 450 °C and strain 
rates of 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05 and 0.5 s−1. Before the 
compression tests, the specimens were held at testing 
temperature for 6 min to achieve uniform temperature 
throughout the bulks. Graphite lubricant was used to 
reduce friction between the die and specimen. The 
specimens were compressed to 60% reduction, and 

quenched in water immediately. The deformed structures 
were sectioned parallel to the compression axis along the 
direction of centerline and polished following the 
standard metallographic specimen preparation procedure 
and etched with Keller’s reagent for the microstructural 
observations. 
 

  
Fig. 1 Initial microstructure of as-quenched 7005 aluminum 
alloy 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Flow behavior 

The load-stroke data were converted into true 
stress−true strain curves using standard equations.  
Figure 2 shows the typical true stress−strain curves 

 

 
Fig. 2 True stress−true strain curves of as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy under different strain rates: (a) 0.5 s−1; (b) 0.05 s−1;      
(c) 0.005 s−1; (d) 0.0005 s−1 
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obtained from hot compression tests of as-quenched 
7005 alloy. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the stress increases 
sharply in the initial stage of the deformation due to the 
fact that the work hardening rate is higher than the 
softening rate. Then, the stress increases at a decreased 
rate induced by the competition between working 
hardening and softening (dynamic recovery and dynamic 
recrystallization); the stress drops when a large number 
of dislocations rearrange and unlike dislocations 
counteract. Finally, the stress tends to become steady 
when the work hardening and softening reach a dynamic 
equilibrium, then the dislocation density maintains 
relatively constant. 

Obviously, the flow stress was found to depend on 
deformation temperature and strain rate; the flow stress 
increases with the decrease of deformation temperature 
for a given strain rate and increases with the increase of 
strain rate for a given deformation temperature. The flow 
stress at a true strain of 0.5 is plotted as a function of 
deformation temperature in Fig. 3(a), and Fig. 3(b) 
represents the flow stress at a true strain of 0.5 as a 
function of the logarithm of strain rate. As can be seen in 
Fig. 3, the higher the strain rate, the higher the flow 
stress; while the higher the deformation temperature, the 
lower the flow stress. Hence, the effects of deformation 
temperature and strain rate on the flow stress are 
significant under all the tested conditions. 

Generally, the true stress−strain curves articulate the 
intrinsic relationship of flow stress with thermodynamic 
behavior. However, it is not appropriate or precise to 
predict the deformation mechanisms by relying the shape 
of the flow curves only during hot working [7,8]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to study the constitutive 
characteristics and processing maps for as-quenched 
7005 aluminum alloy. 
 
3.2 Constitutive equation of flow stress 

Generally, the constitutive relation is used as the 
important factor for the analysis problem of metal- 
forming process [9−14]. The base equations that are used 
are usually shown below [15,16]: 
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where A1, A2, A3, n1, α, β and n are material constants; ε&  
is the strain rate; T is the thermodynamic temperature; 

 

 
Fig. 3 Effect of deformation parameters on flow stress at true 
strain of 0.5: (a) Effect of strain rate; (b) Effect of deformation 
temperature 
 
R is the mole gas constant (8.314 J/(K·mol−1)); Q is 
deformation activation energy; Z is Zener−Hollomon 
parameter; α is an adjustable constant, α=β/n1. 

Considering the definition of hyperbolic law, the 
flow stress, σ, can be written as a function of Zener− 
Hollomon parameter: 
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Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eqs. (1) and 

(2), respectively, gives 
 

σε ln)/(lnln 11 nRTQA +−=&                    (6) 
 

βσε +−= )/(lnln 2 RTQA&                      (7) 
 
where σ is the flow stress at the true strain of 0.5. The 
slope of the plot of ε&ln  against σln  and the slope of 
the plot of ε&ln  against σ can be used for obtaining the 
values of n1 and β, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Because the slope of these lines is approximately the 
same, the values of n1 and β can be obtained for different 
deformation temperatures by liner fitting method, and the 
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mean values of n1 and β can be computed as 8.5834 
MPa−1 and 0.1458 MPa−1, respectively. Therefore, 
α=β/n1= 0.01699 MPa−1. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Relationships between strain rate and flow stress: (a) 
ε&ln  and σln ; (b) ε&ln  and σ 

 
By taking natural logarithm from Eq. (3), the 

following expression can be derived: 
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The slope of the plot of ε&ln  against ln[sinh(ασ)] 

can be used for obtaining the value of n, and the plot is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

For the given strain rate conditions, differentiating 
Eq. (8) gives  

ε
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By substituting the values of temperature and flow 

stress under different strain rates into Eq. (9), the 
relationship between ln[sinh(ασ)] and temperature can be 
obtained as Fig. 6. Then, the value of Q can be derived 
from the slope in a plot of ln[sinh(ασ)] as a function of 
1/T. As can be seen in Fig. 6, four straight lines almost 

 

 
Fig. 5 Relationship between ln[sinh(ασ)] and ε&ln  
 

 
Fig. 6 Relationship between ln[sinh(ασ)] and temperature 
 
parallel. Hence, the average slope of these four lines 
from Fig. 6 was solved. Meanwhile, the average slope of 
these five lines from Fig. 5 for obtaining n was also 
solved. Therefore, the Q value can be calculated by   
Eq. (9), and it is 234.51 kJ/mol, the value is higher than 
that for self-diffusion in Al (142 kJ/mol) [17]. 

By logarithmic transformation of Eq. (4), the 
following expression can be expressed as  

)]ln[sinh(lnln ασnAZ +=                     (10) 
 

The relationship between ln Z and ln[sinh(ασ)] can 
be obtained as shown in Fig. 7. From this figure, the 
values of A and n can be easily obtained as 1.363×1017 
and 5.526, respectively. The correlation coefficient is 
0.99, revealing a good liner relation between ln Z and 
ln[sinh(ασ)]. The liner equation can be described as 
 

)]ln[sinh(526.5454.39ln ασ+=Z               (11) 
 

Finally, substituting the values of α, n, A and Q into 
Eq. (3), the flow stress for as-quenched 7005 aluminum 
alloy during high temperature compression can be 
represented by a hyperbolic sine equation. The equation 
can be expressed as follows: 
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Fig. 7 Relationship between ln Z and ln[sinh(ασ)] 
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Also, Zener−Hollomon parameter for as-quenched 

7005 alloy can be represented as follows:  
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Based on Eq. (5), the flow stress constitutive 

equation of hot deformation for as-quenched 7005 alloy 
can also be expressed by Zener−Hollomon parameter as 
follows: 
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A comparison between the experimental and 

calculated flow stress by Eq. (14) is carried out to verify 
the developed constitutive equation of as-quenched 7005 
aluminum alloy, as shown in Table 1. In order to evaluate 
the accuracy of the developed constitutive equation, the 
error (e) between the calculated flow stress (σc) and 
measured flow stress (σm) can be calculated as 
 

%100
m

mc ×
−

=
σ
σσe                           (15) 

 
It can be easily found that, in the worst case, the 

mean error in the flow stress estimate is only 1.40% and 
standard deviation is 3.17%. The results indicate that the 
proposed deformation constitutive equation gives an 
accurate and precise estimate of the flow stress for 
as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy. 

 
Table 1 Comparison of calculated (σc) and measured (σm) flow stress 

Error analysis 
Strain rate/s−1 Temperature/°C 　σc/MPa σm/MPa 

Error/% Mean/% Standard deviation/% 

250 192.738 197.235 −2.28 

300 136.013 132.597 2.58 

350 93.575 91.678 2.07 

400 61.175 60.240 1.55 

0.5 

450 44.787 46.159 −2.97 

0.19 2.61 

250 171.366 176.132 −2.71 

300 108.199 105.539 2.52 

350 72.593 71.087 2.12 

400 45.957 45.268 1.52 

0.05 

450 34.267 35.283 −2.88 

0.114 2.68 

250 144.056 146.918 −1.95 

300 86.190 84.370 2.16 

350 52.932 51.656 2.47 

400 32.364 31.862 1.58 

0.005 

450 26.406 26.797 −1.46 

0.56 2.10 

250 115.224 113.727 1.32 

300 58.759 56.919 3.23 

350 39.633 37.867 4.66 

400 22.640 22.306 1.50 

0.0005 

450 17.096 17.755 −3.71 

1.40 3.17 
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3.3 Processing map and microstructural examination 

In recent years, the processing maps, which were 
developed on the basis of the “Dynamic Materials 
Model” by PRASAD et al [18], have been developed to 
identify the deformation temperature−strain rate window 
for hot working and optimize the hot working processes 
of metals [19−23]. Briefly, the work-piece undergoing 
hot deformation is considered to be a dissipator of power 
and total power dissipated instantaneously is given by  

∫ ∫ +=+=
ε σ

σεεσ
&

&&
 

0 

 

0 
dd JGP                   (16) 

 
where σ is the flow stress and ε&  is the strain rate. The 
first integral is called G content representing deformation 
heat and the second one is called J co-content 
representing microstructural dissipation. 

For the given strain and deformation temperature, 
the flow stress can be expressed as  

mKεσ &=                                   (17) 
 
where K is a material constant; m is the strain rate 
sensitivity used for partitioning the power into G content 
and J co-content: 
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The efficiency of power dissipation occurring 

through microstructural changes during deformation is 
derived by comparing the non-liner power occurring 
instantaneously in the work-piece with a liner dissipater 
(m=1) and is given by 
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The value of m can be obtained by differentiating 

the third order polynomial fitting line of σε lglg −& plot. 
The variation of efficiency of power dissipation (η ) with 
temperature and strain rate gives the power dissipation 
map which is generally viewed as an iso-efficiency 
contour map and exhibits different domains correlated 
with the specific microstructural mechanisms. 

Further, using the principle of the maximum rate of 
the entropy of production, a continuum criterion for the 
occurrence of flow instabilities is defined in terms of the 
instability parameter :)(εξ &  
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The variation of the instability parameter as a 

function of temperature and strain rate represents an 

instability map which delineates regimes of instability 
where )(εξ &  is negative. A processing map can be 
constructed by superimposing the instability map over 
the power dissipation map. The processing maps help 
depicting some typical microstructural deformation 
mechanisms, avoiding flow instabilities, optimizing 
deformation process parameter and obtaining favorable 
microstructures and mechanical properties. 

In the present study, the processing maps obtained 
by superimposing the instability maps on the power 
dissipation maps at the strains of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5     
are shown in Fig. 8. The contour numbers indicate the  
 

 
Fig. 8 Processing map of as-quenched 7005 alloy under strains 
of 0.1 (a), 0.3 (b) and 0.5 (c) 
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efficiency of power dissipation (η ), and the shaded 
regions represent the instability regions. From Fig. 8, it 
can be found that the shaded areas denoting the 
instability domains increase with the increase of strain. 
Meanwhile, the shapes of the processing maps are 
similar for the strains of 0.1 and 0.3, However, there 
exist obvious differences in the shape of the processing 
maps when the strain is 0.5, which is probably caused by 
the occurrence of dynamic recrystallization under these 
deformation conditions. 

As can be seen in Fig. 8(c), there are three typical 
peak efficiency domains in the processing map. The first 
domain is the deformation temperature ranging from  
270 °C to 340 °C and strain rate ranging from 0.05 s−1 to 
0.5 s−1, with a peak efficiency of 44% occurring at about 
300 °C, 0.5 s−1. The second domain is the deformation 
temperature ranging from 325 °C to 340 °C and strain 
rate ranging up to 0.003 s−1. The maximum efficiency in 
this domain is 34%. This domain is not suitable for the 
bulk metal processing because this region is very close to 
the instable domain and rather narrow. The third domain 
is the deformation temperature ranging from 380 °C to 
450 °C and strain rate ranging from 0.0005 s−1 to   
0.004 s−1 with a peak efficiency of 38% occurring at 
about 450 °C, 0.0005 s−1. It is widely recognized that the 
high peak power dissipation efficiency is often 
associated with dynamic recrystallization or 
superplasticity. According to results by LIN et al [4], the 
efficiency of power dissipation for occurrence of 
superplasticity is beyond 60%. The peak efficiency for 
as-quenched 7005 alloy is not more than 45%. Hence, 
superplasticity may not occur in these domains. The 
microstructures of specimens deformed in the first and 
the third domains are shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b), 
respectively, which correspond to deformation 
conditions of 300 °C, 0.5 s−1 and 450 °C, 0.0005 s−1, 
respectively. The microstructures exhibit some ideal 
features: the grain size is fine compared with initial grain 
size (about 400 μm) and the deformed grains are almost 
equiaxed, the grains boundaries exhibit wavy and 
irregular in nature [24], indicating that the domains 
observed present dynamic recrystallization. Generally, 
dynamic recrystallization is a beneficial process in hot 
deformation since it can provide stable flow and good 
workability to material by simultaneous softening and 
making the microstructure reconstituted. Further 
observation indicates that the dynamic recrystallization 
grains become coarse due to the higher deformation 
temperature and the lower strain rate in the third domain, 
which has a negative effect on the mechanical properties 
for the as-quenched 7005 alloy. Therefore, the third 
domain is not the optimum hot working domain. In 
conclusion, the processing map exhibits that the 
optimum hot working domain for the reasonable 

dynamic recrystallization (the average grain diameter is 
about 30 μm) is the temperature range of 270−340 °C 
and strain rate range of 0.05−0.5 s−1 with a peak 
efficiency of 44%. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Microstructures of as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy 
deformed at 300 °C, 0.5 s−1 (a), and 450 °C, 0.0005 s−1 (b) 
 

Meanwhile, the shaded domain in Fig. 8(c) 
represents the regimes of flow instabilities. For the 
domain under the low deformation temperature 
(250−270 °C) and high strain rate (0.05−0.5 s−1), it is 
‘safe’ when the strain is not more than 0.3, but it 
becomes instability when the strain ranges up to 0.5, 
resulting from the formation of adiabatic shear bands or 
flow localization [3,25,26]. The optical micrograph 
corresponding to deformation condition of 250 °C and 
0.5 s−1 is shown in Fig. 10(a), in which adiabatic shear 
bands can be observed at an angle of 45° to the 
compressive axis. At the higher strain rates, adiabatic 
deformation heat generated during hot working is not 
conducted due to insufficient time and low thermal 
conductivity, inducing highly localized flow along the 
maximum shear stress plane [27], which is the process of 
adiabatic shear bands formation. Meanwhile, the flow 
localization occurs in another shaded domain in the 
processing map in the range of 325−425 °C and 0.05−0.5 
s−1, and the optical micrograph corresponding to the 
deformation condition of 400 °C and 0.5 s−1 is shown in 
Fig. 10(b). Generally, the instability domains with the 
formation of adiabatic shear bands or flow localization 
may result in cracking along the macroscopic shear 
planes [28]. Hence, these domains should be avoided 
during hot working. 
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Fig. 10 Microstructures occurring in instability domain of 
as-quenched 7005 aluminum alloy: (a) Adiabatic shear bands at 
250 °C, 0.5 s−1; (b) Flow localization at 400 °C, 0.5 s−1 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) The flow stress of as-quenched 7005 aluminum 
alloy is evidently affected by deformation temperature 
and strain rate, namely, the flow stress increases with the 
increase of strain rate and the decrease of the 
deformation temperature, which can be represented by a 
Zener−Hollomon parameter in an exponent-type 
equation. 

2) A constitutive equation for as-quenched 7005 
aluminum alloy was established by using a hyperbolic 
sine equation. The flow stress at a true strain of 0.5 was 
analyzed using this constitutive equation, and the value 
of deformation activation (Q) was obtained and it is 
234.51 kJ/mol. The comparisons between the calculated 
and experimental results indicate that the proposed 
deformation constitutive equation can give an accurate 
estimate of the flow stress for as-quenched 7005 
aluminum alloy. 

3) The processing maps and microstructural 
examination revealed that the optimum hot working 
domain for as-quenched 7005 alloy is the temperature 
range of 270−340 °C and strain rate range of 0.05−0.5 
s−1 with the reasonable dynamic recrystallization. 
Moreover, the alloy exhibited flow instability at high 
strain rates, which is associated with the formation of 
adiabatic shear bands and flow localization. 
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摘  要：在 Gleeble−1500 热模拟仪上进行热压缩实验，研究在变形温度 250~450 °C、应变速率 0.0005~0.5 s−1时

淬火状态下的 7005 铝合金的热变形行为。实验结果表明：淬火状态 7005 合金的流变应力受变形温度和应变速率

的双重影响，热变形过程中的流变应力可用 Zener−Hollomon 参数的指数型方程表示。通过比较本构方程计算出

的流变应力和实验测量的流变应力发现预测结果和实验结果有很好的相符性。基于动态材料模型，在真应变为0.1、

0.3 和 0.5 处构建了淬火状态下的 7005 铝合金的热加工图。通过加工图分析及微观组织观察发现合金的最优热加

工区域为：270~340 °C，0.05~0.5 s−1, 在该区域内变形时合金发生了合理的动态再结晶行为。合金的流变不稳定

性与绝热剪切带以及局部流变的产生有关。因此，为获取满意的性能，在热加工时应避开这些不稳定的区域。 

关键词：7005 合金；热压缩变形；本构方程；加工图 
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